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Sagnik Biswas, DTM
District Director
Respect is a word that means different things to
different people, and it has always been one of the most
hotly contested words in the lexicon of the English
language.
I have had many experiences revolving around this
word, and I want to present my perspective on the
same.
Some say, to get the respect of others, one must respect themselves; while some say,
respect cannot be demanded, it has to be earned. In my humble opinion, everyone is
entitled to get respected as a human being, but it is our attitude and our work that
define the highest levels of respect for me.
I have met extraordinary individuals in Toastmasters and beyond, the one thing that
strikes me about individuals the most is their ability to put actions behind their words,
and that is the benchmark that I set for respect. To truly earn my respect, a person
should follow up on their promises and deliver the said value. That is when my respect
for them increases. But this has only been one side of the picture that we all see. To me,
the other side of the picture comes into focus when a person respects their own time
and efforts, and can be honest with themselves and to others, defining their
boundaries and setting the right expectations with the others. That is the defining
strand of respect for me.
Respect is subjective to every person, but at the very base of respect, and something
that I found quite late in my life, was the ability to understand one’s own limitations in
terms of time and resources, and being upfront about it. That becomes the baseline for
respect.
For members of District 92, what does respect mean to you? For your clubs, it begins
by ensuring that all members of our clubs have an equal voice, and that they are all
heard at all forums. Stand up for all your members and ensure that they have a voice,
as this is the one forum where everyone should have a chance to speak out and
express themselves fearlessly. Let us strive to create that environment for everyone.
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Krishna Prashanth T, DTM
Club Growth Director
"Be modest, be respectful of others,
try to understand"
-Lakhdar Brahimi

If you look at the above quote, this is what exactly we follow in Toastmasters. We are
modest, respectful, and we try to understand others views either while delivering a
speech or presenting evaluation or asking Table Topics, or even when we are
practicing leadership.
In District 92, we are giving high importance to ‘Respect’. One proof is that we are
working towards initiatives like starting a new clubs for various professions,
orientations, and languages. While writing about professional clubs, let me list few; A
club for Advocates is being worked by TM Varun R Malavalli and team, a club for IIT
Alumni is being worked by TM Sneha Priya and team, a club for HRs is being worked
by DTM Akshay Kaore and team, a club for LGBT community is being worked by DTM
Priyadarshini Sahoo and team, A club for Technical Writers is being worked by TM
Mazahir Hussain and team.
Also when it is about respect, we at District 92, have been showing our respect
towards languages through bi-lingual clubs. Telugu and Hindi clubs being worked by
TM Sahrish Jahan, clubs for Kannada and Tamil being worked by TM Sunil Kumar and
team, club for Bengali language being worked DTM Priyadarshini Sahoo and team, a
club for Malayalam language being worked by TM Sunil Govind and team.
I encourage everyone in the fraternity to adhere to one of these core values of our
organization, that is Respect and support in the growth of self and others.
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Rishabh Mehta, DTM
Program Quality Director
Respect is a word that everyone
would agree, connotes a positive
attribute, however, there are
innumerable ideas about what
respect means!
Perhaps the reason is that it means different things to different people. What
precisely is respect? In my opinion, it’s the feeling of worth or individual worth that
you relate to somebody. Respect is a general assessment you give somebody
dependent on numerous elements – what that individual is doing with their life, how
they treat you and others, regardless of whether they are straightforward or not, and
on the off chance that they appear to reliably do beneficial things, enormous or little,
for others. One does not have to like a person or understand their viewpoint to accord
them respect. Respect comes with the belief that a person or culture can have beliefs
contradictory to ours and we should still honor them, as basic respect is a
fundamental right of all human beings.
The presence of respect can help transform conflicts, by providing opportunities that
did not exist before. At the same time, the absence of respect can lead to conflict.
Respect is an important component of both interpersonal relationships and personal
identity. So, respect is an optimistic view of how somebody is carrying on with their
life. Then again, a sense of pride is your perspective on how you’re carrying on with
your life.
Respect is one of mankind’s most noble sentiments. The highest levels of respect are
always earned – never given. This is true of self-respect as well as respect for others.
Laurence Stone beautifully summed up what respect means when he said,
“Respect for ourselves guides our morals; respect for others guides our manners.”
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Karan Venkateswaran, DTM
Public Relations Manager
Respect can be interpreted in a different way by
each individual. It completely depends on the
perspective of the individual. It can vary based
on the situation they are in, be it personal or
professional.
For instance, when we visit our Alma mater and stumble upon the teachers who
taught us, we immediately greet them. That is a sign of respect. At work, you will
see people who speak to the security guards and housekeeping staff politely and
acknowledge them. If you haven’t met someone like that, don’t worry, you are one
of them. At home, the way we treat our domestic help speaks volumes about
respect.
In our Toastmasters journey, we treat and greet each other with respect. The art of
evaluation and feedback is greatly wrapped in respect. Even if the evaluator has to
be harsh, they try their best not to lose you as a person. The moment we hear the
word respect it calls out for mutual understanding, open communication and trust
with each other.
With this edition of Kaleidoscope, let’s take some more steps to inculcate more
respect for everyone around us.
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From the Editor's Desk
Respect to me is treating people the way I like to be treated. I
experienced this when I started my Toastmasters journey with Infosys
Toastmasters Bangalore, where once we enter the auditorium for our
weekly Toastmasters meetings, everyone leaves their tags (senior,
junior, novice, expert... what not) outside the door and comes together
for a shared common purpose.
They say "Everyone owes Respect", I say, "One has to earn respect with
their actions." I strongly believe that Toastmasters is a community
which respects perspectives in a more inclusive and conducive
environment while striving in the pursuit of making better leaders for
today and tomorrow.

The recent pandemic evaded the supportive community as we're confined to four walls and our
mental health was at stake. And we as Toastmasters are fortunate enough to have access to such a
huge global network and support system through the online meetings and events.
This edition of Kaleidoscope brings two interesting topics which everyone crave for, "Respect and
Mental Health". I urge you to take some time out to read the thoughts of our members and to make
choices for active living and well being.
Happy Musing !

Theja Nallani

Editorial Team

Aishvarya Pujar Ashwin R Chandran

Shilpa Munagavalasa
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RESPECT IN EVERYDAY LIFE
Of all the wonderful traits I inherited from my Parents,
respect has a special place in my life.
During my childhood, my parents used to demonstrate the power of respect through their
interactions with neighbors, relatives, and strangers in the form of their words & actions. I still vividly
remember the interactions my mother used to have with our house help where the latter was always
considered as an extended part of our family. She was always given the respect for the help she
offered to our family. That was the era in my life where I started to believe in the value of respecting
people around us and the happiness that respect brings to a relationship.
We all might have heard of the saying, “Give Respect and Take Respect.” As I grew from a child into
an adult, this saying became more revealing for me in various instances of my day-to-day life.
The last couple of years have been the toughest ones to live for many of us. Our generation never saw
a pandemic of this magnitude and I hope we would never see it again. This pandemic opened my
eyes and made me realize the value of life. It showed all of us who the true heroes of this world are!
Yes, dear friends, they are none other than the “frontline workers”.
Pause for a moment in your busy life, close your eyes, put your hand on your heart and ask yourself
the question, “What would my life look like if it wasn’t for the tireless efforts of these frontline
workers?”
It is these human beings who deserve our respect today. It is to them that we should bow our heads
and thank profusely from the bottom of our heart. Respecting all the frontline workers who are
putting their lives and families at risk to serve us is the minimum we can give back to the society we
live in. A small word of acknowledgement and/or appreciation whenever we meet them, would go a
long way in making their day beautiful for them.
The next time,
a swiggy/Zomato/big basket delivery person brings us food/groceries
our house help leaves the house after finishing her chores
a security guard opens the building gate
a nurse helps you in the hospital
you visit a medical shop
take a moment to heartfully say the golden words “Thank You” to the ones who offered their service
in these tough times. That in my opinion would be the easiest way to show our respect to these
wonderful human beings.
By,
Sesha Kiran G, DTM
Siemens Toastmasters Bangalore
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RESPECT:
PROMPT TO PAGE
Good evening Toastmasters!" This is the most commonly used phrase for opening our daily meetings
at Toastmasters. Adding Toastmasters as the designation after calling out someone, has to be on
your list of reasons for "Why Toastmasters is fun?" Apart from that, it also shows the common value
that Toastmasters International stands for: Respect.
If you ask the younglings what respect is to them, with simplicity intact in their heart, they would say
"Respect is listening to elders and talking politely to others." But as you grow up, so does the
complexity with respect. For some, respect is treating others they wish to be treated in the same
situation. It is something you earn for yourself, what you want to give others, ignoring all the barriers
of society. For some, it includes repaying bad behavior with good.
But let us not forget that respect is inclusive of yourself as well. When you are aware of your self
worth and respect yourself, you can extend it to others with the understanding that the other person
with a different perspective is also respectful.
Living in a world where everyone has the Internet to present their opinion, the concept is discussed
more. Accommodating the point of view of people around you while not agreeing with them is also
a form of showing respect. It gives everyone around you the freedom to express their opinions
without any fear. And not only how you speak, your respect for someone or something is also shown
in your tonality. You know by your body language, tonality and your interaction with the other
person that respect is present.
It is not a narrow concept but rather a broad one that encompasses many values we follow in life as
well as in Toastmasters. Respect can be genuinely felt by others even when you don't add salutation.
It is beyond ethnicity, culture, opinions and views.
PS: This article is written with the prompts received from our post on District 92 FB page. We would like to thank the
contributors of the prompt- Shilpa Munagavalasa, Aniket Amdekar, Geetha Chouhan, Askander, Miruna Bashkar, Bidyut
Dutta, Nishant Mantripragada, Suparna Bose, Siddharth Bansal, Kritika Sobti, Sandhya Shekar, Kiran Gupta, Jaya
Nambiar, Vandana Raghavan.
By,

and

Vidhi Tokekar
MCC Toastmasters Club
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RESPECT AT WORKPLACE

What does respect mean to you at your workplace? When I’m asked this question by someone, I
inevitably remember an anecdote from the life of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam who is regarded as one of the
finest leaders of all time.
The incident took place when Dr. Kalam with a team of about 70 scientists were working on a
particularly challenging project in DRDO. The entire team was racing against time to see the project
through to completion as per plan. It was quite customary for the team members to start early in the
day and leave work only late at night. But all of them put in the long hours out of their own zeal and
not because they were forced to. One morning, one of the scientists came to Dr. Kalam and asked
whether he could leave home early that day since he had promised to take his son to a science
exhibition that evening. Dr. Kalam asked when he wished to leave and granted permission. The
scientist left happily, but got so engrossed in his work that he completely forgot about his promise to
his son. Only at around 9 PM did he realize that he had broken the promise he had made to his son
that morning. The thought of facing his son brought a lump to his throat and with a sickening
feeling in his stomach, he finally left for home. However, to his surprise, his son seemed happier than
usual that night. He even described all the new and amazing things that he had learnt at the
exhibition. When the perplexed scientist asked his wife whether she had ended up taking their son
to the exhibition, her response made his eyes well up. She said, “Didn’t you know? Kalam sir came
here at 5:15 PM and took our son to the science exhibition!”.
Dr. Kalam had been observing the scientist and noticed that he might never realize he had to go
home early that day. Knowing how excited the scientist’s son must be to visit the exhibition, and at
the same time, not wanting to disturb the scientist’s thought flow, Dr. Kalam had decided to take the
kid to the exhibition himself.
That my friends, is what respect at the workplace is! It is all about empathizing with your peers and
team members, understanding their strengths, leveraging it, and most importantly, supporting them
when they are in need. When you empathize with your peers, they empathize with you and the
process is contagious! Always treat others the way you want to be treated, speak to them the way
you want to be spoken to and finally, always remember that respect is earned and not given.
By,
Pradeep Kumar
Airbus India Toastmasters Club
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MEET MY MENTOR

Lakshmi Sujatha
The Gabbys
Mentee

Sourav Kumar Dutta
The Gabbys
Mentor

Without a mentor is like venturing into those unknown territories without a GPS. You can still reach
your destination, but it would take more time, effort and determination. Why not use a GPS and
make life easier?
My mentor Sourav Dutta, was that GPS that guided, rerouted and helped me reach my destination
with confidence, focus and a lot of learnings. His mentorship has helped me complete a pathway in
6 months, explore other clubs, get evaluated by other great evaluators across D92 and clubs outside
D92. His critical feedback is something that I eagerly wait to hear after all my speeches.

Rajat Mathur, DTM
Arpita Kulkarni
Saranya Manivannan

Suravi Silpa Sarmmah
Cerner BLR Constellate
Mentee

Cerner BLR Constellate
Mentors
Toastmasters is an entire ocean, vast and open, explored yet unexplored. While striding in this
world of beautiful chances, unknown choices and promising beliefs, we often arrive at a junction
where we are unsure of what lies ahead or which path to choose. That is where we need someone
to tell us that it’s okay to keep walking. And, you get the confidence that you are not wandering but
are on the right track. Such, have been my mentors in Toastmasters. Thank you, Rajat Mathur, DTM
for showing me the door to Toastmasters, and Saranya Manivannan and Arpita Kulkarni for always
being there and telling me “Yes, you can do it!”
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SPEAKING FROM THE HEART
Joining Toastmasters has been my best decision to grow in both
personal & professional lives & learn leadership qualities. This platform is
not limited to the organization but it gives you opportunities to
network, take part in Area, Division & District events.

Nidhi Chhapolia | Travelators

We are aware that Toastmasters offers us a platform to develop our public speaking
and leadership abilities. One exemplary example that stands out to me is, how club
members embrace a new member, recognise their weaknesses, and concentrate on
helping them improve. At any point of time, the impression is that of a family
encouraging you to become a better version of yourself. Judgements are dropped,
encouragement is top-notch, such is the environment offered and with this comes
awesome prospects to showcase tremendous growth and learnings.

Kirti Dodiya | Standard Chartered GBS Eco World Toastmasters Club

Not having a plan can also be a plan. For an explorer like me, planning and
hobbies will limit me to experiencing the flavours I know, it would never let me
lick those that I “Never experienced before”. It is because of this attitude I am a
part of Toastmasters today, not knowing what it’s going to be like. After all, why
are you having all those 5 senses? To have ‘Dal-Chawal’ for the rest of your life
till you die?

Nimit Tantia | Pega Bengaluru Toastmasters Club

I have been a member of a Toastmasters club for a year and a half. Initially,
I was too nervous to open my mouth. My heart used to beat rapidly.
Toastmasters helped me to overcome shyness and social anxiety. Each
meeting helps me to learn from my mistakes and adds a boost to my selfconfidence.

Prathap S P | Siemens Sarjapur Toastmaster Club

Toastmasters and I crossed our paths back in 2009 but could join only in 2013, today
we are inseparable. Toastmasters taught me more than I could imagine and the
learning process continues. From the fear of facing new audience to now being able
to speak in front of any one; from not being able to say more than a line in impromptu
sessions to now talking on any topic at any time. I never thought I would be a leader. I
am grateful to Toastmasters. And now it’s time for me to give back in the form of a
mentor, coach, and backbone.

Kalyani Majumdar | CGI Nalapad
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SPEAKING FROM THE HEART
In this virtual world where you hardly get to go out and socialize,
Toastmasters is providing me the apt platform to not just go there and
meet like-minded people but showcase my talent to an audience that is
highly supportive and appreciative of it. The number of awards that I
have got since I have joined Toastmasters boosts me with the right
amount of confidence to face the world as a Dynamic Leader!

Rashmi Singh | Dell Sukti Toastmasters Club

I joined Toastmasters in Oct 2020 thinking it would be just a six month
experience, but have learnt so much since then that I plan to stick much
longer now. My friends used to call me a ‘cry-baby’ but at Toastmasters,
where transformations are quite frequent, this cry-baby has transformed
into a ‘joke-master’.

Akanksha Srivastava | The Gabbys
I was always discomfortble to present myself to a group of people and this
subconsciously controlled my career. I had the opportunity to improve my technical
skills but was looking for a platform to learn communications skills. When I heard
about Toastmasters in my company, I signed up. My one and half years journey has
been memorable; it has given me confidence that I only dreamt of. To top it up I get
to network with other professionals too from different walks of life. Countless new
possibilities have opened up for me ever since I joined Toastmasters.

Viswanath Rama Krishna Sharma | Amadeus Mic Drop
Toastmasters has given me a wonderful platform and a structure, to
consistently practice and improve my communication skills. It has improved
my leadership skills by exposing me to varied challenges in leadership roles.
Apart from enhancing my communication and leadership skills, it has also
given me amazing friends and mentors. I have also come across many inspiring
people through Toastmasters. It has been an exciting and wonderful journey so
far.

Chitra Veeresh | KLS IMER Toastmasters

A toast to the lovely readers. My experience in Toastmasters has been an
eye-opener. I think toastmasters is the right blend of combinations to
learn communication skills in a free positive open platform with liberal
co-learners. Here I have learned life skills like the art of evaluation and its
metrics through various roles e.g. timer, grammarian, listener, etc.

Shehzaad Khan | Infineon Toastmasters Club
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REALIZE TO HEAL
A doctor can find if you are physically ill. However, only you can find out if you are mentally ill. It is
not just identification, but it is a realization.
The title of the World champion of Public speaking 2014 Dananjaya Hettiarachchi’s speech is “I see
something in you, but I don’t know what it is”. It was an inspirational story peppered with humor.
While I was fighting back to normal life after suffering from COVID-19, I saw myself in the mirror and
said the same “I see something in you, but I don’t know what it is”. It took considerable time for me to
realize it was anxiety. Listening to leaders in the organization talking about mental health, Simone
Biles pulling out of the Olympics due to mental health can be called as referenced but experiencing
it firsthand is practical. The feeling of being terrified about something is anxiety, but not knowing
about what you are terrified of is even terrible and I experienced this during my COVID-19 recovery
period.
What played an important role is not the real experience or realization, but how I came out of it. The
magic of number 3 was my key medicine: Diversion, Tranquility, and Togetherness.
Diversion: I selected a suspense movie and watched it only half on a given day and resumed
watching it only the next day. When I watched the 2nd half on day 2, I watched another movie half
complete. This helped me to a great extent by diverting my attention to movies rather than worrying
about my health.
Tranquility: I bought a guitar and started learning through an online course. The moment I pick my
guitar, I am a different person. All my worries take a back seat and I strongly believe music is the best
healer of mental health.
Togetherness: I play dumb shell arts with my children and dance to music with them which has
been a great healer. Madhavi, President of Shell We Talk, is the DJ who plays the music for our steps.
I recommend everyone to practice these three techniques as the first step in case you sense any sort
of mental health issues. During my recovery, I understood the reason for my worry is not just COVID19 but I developed a fear of being away from people. As Toastmasters, we are vocal and are used to
satisfying our social needs through our weekly meets. With online meetings we are vocal, however,
the social need to meet people hasn’t been addressed. I wish to see on-stage meetings resuming
soon, maybe in the next few months. I am looking forward to meeting, greet, and smile in front of my
fellow toastmasters, on and off stage.
By,
Mallaiah Yamani, DTM
Shell We Talk
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IT’S ALL IN THE LEG!
If I tell someone I am feeling low, th immediate response is,
“It’s all in your head. Just shake it off.” Imagine, telling someone
with a fractured leg “Just walk it off, it’s all in your leg.”
To be honest, it is not easy to talk about mental health and so, no one is.
But we need to talk about it because it is a massive problem that we don’t see. The World Health
Organization (WHO) estimates the economic loss to India on account of mental health disorders to
be US$ 1.03 trillion between 2012- 2030. According to the Public Health Foundation of India(PHFI,
2019), nearly 197 million people, roughly 1 in 7 Indians, suffered from mental disorders of varying
severity in 2017 which worsened during the pandemic.
Mental health is an integral part of health; it is the foundation for well-being and effective
functioning of individuals. For someone who has never experienced mental health issues or
depression doesn’t really know what that means. There is a popular misconception that depression
is just being sad when something in your life goes wrong, when you break up, when you lose a loved
one, when you don’t get a job you wanted. That is natural, it’s a part of human emotion. Mental
health disorders are a group of disorders like anxiety disorders, depression, schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder and can affect individuals in their personal relationships, at school, at work and when left
untreated can be fatal.
Here are some ways you can help someone who has had a loss or is going through a difficult time.
Encourage them to meet a trained psychologist, be there if you yourself feel uncomfortable talking
about it. Not everyone with a mental health issue will be put on medication- most of the times a
conversation or therapy helps.
“Therapy” is a misconstrued word even though it is a scientifically researched and proven
communication process between the counselor and the client which helps identify coping
mechanisms and thus control symptoms to improve the functioning of the client.
If there is anything I learned from my experience, it is that there is power in acknowledging and
reaching out for help. In a movement like Toastmasters, let us learn to be kind, empathic, a little less
judgemental, and above all, be there for each other and acknowledge each of our lived experiences.
Someone with a mental health issue is sick, not weak and it definitely is not their identity. As we
approach World Mental Health Day on 10th October, it’s about time to put an end to stigma and
start this conversation. #YouAreNotAlone
References:
1. India State-Level Disease Burden Initiative Mental Disorders Collaborators. The burden of mental disorders across the states of India: the
Global Burden of Disease Study 1990–2017. Lancet Psychiatry. 23 December 2019.
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpsy/article/PIIS2215-0366(19)30475-4/fulltext
2. World Health Organization (WHO), Mental Health retrieved from https://www.who.int/india/health-topics/mental-health on 21/09/2021

By,
Niby Jacob Elackatt
LA Nineteen Twenty-Four Club
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COLLEGE SPEAK:
MVJCE TOASTMASTERS CLUB
The challenges brought forward by the ongoing Pandemic of COVID 19 forced all the
Toastmasters clubs from across the world to shift from conducting offline mode meetings
as a custom for the past 96 years, to going completely virtual and conducting its meetings
in an online platform.

The Club recently celebrated its one-year anniversary since its 1st Pre-charter meeting in
May 2021. The initial stage of establishing the club was incredibly challenging. From
putting up the proposal of chartering a new club in a college to finding the first 20
members to chartering the club. MVJCE Toastmasters Club’s amazing journey is filled with
countless instances which have been quite memorable along with a few difficult ones.
Ever since the club was chartered, MVJCE Toastmasters Club has helped several students
come out of their shell and become fluent, concise, and confident speakers. All these were
possible by providing a platform where students hone their communication skills, learn
and experience leadership, express their creativity in various forms, and become a better
version of themselves.
The club is home to 28 members comprising students of MVJCE along with recent
graduates of the college. In a very short span of time, MVJCE Toastmasters Club earned a
multitude of laurels such as members going to area and division level contests, receiving
the Distinguished club award in its first semester, conducting its first successful open
house, receiving the Pinnacle award, its members attending the meeting of different clubs
across the globe, the most significant being NASA’s Toastmasters club, successfully hosting
TEDx events at college, and much more.
Toastmasters is a different kind of experience that is a must-have for every student. To all
the students who aim to be better versions of themselves, learn to communicate clearly,
and network with people from different walks of life, Toastmasters club is by all means the
right place for you!
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CORPORATE SPEAK:
ANZ BANGALORE ECOWORLD &
ANZ MANYATA TOASTMASTERS
Two clubs were formed in the year 2017 in ANZ with an aim to provide a platform for its
staff to develop their communication and leadership skills. Located about 25kms away
from each other, these clubs have been functioning to their potential best but in silos.
Given the distance, even thinking of attending each other’s sessions, special occasions,
educational sessions were literally not possible. While covid and its lockdown seemed to
be a roadblock to most, for us it came as a blessing in disguise.
It was in June of 2020 that the two clubs came to collaborate, be it for roles, speech slots or
even attending sessions as audience and both the teams took up collaboration seamlessly
like fish to water.

it was a refreshing change for our members to be attending another club, this brought in a
novelty of functioning and thoughts, not to forget the new learnings. If they missed a
session in their home club, then could always attend in the other or vice versa. Taking roles
in each other’s clubs became the order of the day and we thus decided to have a Linker’s
meet coupled with a Tall Tale themed linker’s meet. Members started looking for these
special sessions. Having a huge audience base for educational sessions, our milestone
meetings got very intriguing.
Members have benefitted from the sessions like “Decoding Evaluation” by DTM Aalap,
Women’s Day celebrations with Leadership Connect, milestone sessions, Open House by
DTM Rajkumar Bansal on Personal Branding, “Evaluation Contest workshop” by DTM
Anirudha Mukherjee and this continues…
This collaboration has also assisted some of the members to choose mentors across clubs
to get different perspectives. Both the teams have gelled in well like two peas in a pod.
That’s the beauty of collaboration,
Ø Team Work
Ø New learnings/perspectives
Ø Knowledge sharing

SEPTEMBER '21
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I EVENTS I

SEP

4th September - Table Topic Marathon: TT 20 at The Gabbys
9th September 2021 - 350th Milestone meeting at SAP SpeakToLead
Toastmasters Club
11th September - Grand Finale of Felix Natalis, Birthday celebrations at The
Gabbys
17th September - Educational session on Table Topics & Speech Evaluation
at Anchor ED Toastmasters club
10th & 17th Sep 2021 - Educational Session on Evaluation and Table Topics at
Worldly-Wise Toastmasters
20th September Onwards - Smedly's Army - Daily Table Topics and
Evaluation Practice at Area H3
23rd September 2021 - Educational session with Gauri Seshadri, DTM,
International Director at SAP SpeakToLead Toastmasters Club

OCT

SEP

2nd October - Pave Your Path at Division H and G
3rd October - Joke Master Contest at DNR Atmos

NEW CLUB
ANNOUNCEMENT

SABIC INDIA
TOASTMASTERS CLUB
SEPTEMBER '21
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New DTMs
District 92

Mallaiah Y B, DTM
Shell We Talk
Toastmasters Club

Sandipa Maheswari, DTM
Spoken Word
Toastmasters Club

Praveen S, DTM
Smedley
Speakers Society

ANSWERS FOR TREASURE HUNT:
KALEIDOSCOPE - AUGUST EDITION
1) Who is the Toastmasters International President for
2021-2022?
Margaret Page (A)
2) Which club is TM Kritika Sobti from?
Rock the Talk (R)
From her member experience
3) What is DTM Nithila Henry with the help of
Toastmasters?
A mentor (T)
From her member experience sentence 1
4) Who is the author of 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People?
Steven Covey (T)
Shilpa’s main article para 3
5) Who was the first Toastmasters International
President?
J Clark Chamberlain (H)
6) What aspect of communication makes it art
according to TM Shilpa?
Creativity (E)
Editors Note sentence 2

SEPTEMBER '21

7) Which club is having a Linkers meet with AWS TMC
next month?
Travelators (R)
Events September sentence 2
8) Who is the CEO of Toastmasters International?
Daniel Rex (A)
9) What example does TM Meenal Chauhan give in
relation to reciting in schools to say that English is
popular?
Poems (P)
Birth of bilingual clubs sentence 2
10) Where did the founder of Toastmasters International
when he founded it?
YMCA (Y)
Art Therapy
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WORD SEARCH

EVALUATOR
FORTE
GOLDEN GAVEL
GRAMMARIAN
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PATHWAYS
SMEDLEY
TABLE TOPICS
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